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So as to investigate he optimal control problem for a class of stochastic 
distributed parameter systems, we newly introduce the methods using func- 
tional analysis. We derive the Hamilton-Jacobi equation i  a Hilbert space and 
treat he optimal boundary control problem with the quadratic cost functional 
for a linear distributed parameter system subject o both additive and state- 
dependent oises. Furthermore from the viewpoint of design techniques for 
the optimal controller, we briefly discuss the pointwise control problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many researches in recent years have been devoted to the studies of optimal 
control problems for a distributed parameter system. One of the approaches 
is that of Butkovskii's (1961) which is the extension of Pontryagin's maximum 
principle for a lumped parameter system to the distributed parameter case. 
Balakrishnan (1965) considers the state distribution in the distributed param- 
eter system as a point in a certain Banach space and then regards the state 
equation described by the partial differential equation as the one by the 
ordinary differential equation in the strong topology of the Banach space and 
solves some optimization problem by means of functional analysis. Lions 
(1968) formulates the distributed parameter control problems with the 
coercive cost functional by using the variational inequality in Hilbert spaces. 
Erzberger and Kim (1966) design an optimal controller based on a quadratic 
cost functional for a distributed parameter system with boundary control. 
In the stochastic systems, Tzafestas and Nightingale (1968) and Kushner 
(1968) formulate the optimal distributed and/or boundary control problems 
for a linear stochastic distributed parameter system with a quadratic ost 
functional. They use the stochastic partial differential rules of Ito type for a 
stochastic distributed parameter system as well as for a lumped parameter 
system (Ito (1961)). 
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In this paper, we extend Balakrishnan's methods considered for the 
deterministic ontrol problems to the stochastic ases and apply to the 
boundary control problems of a linear stochastic distributed parameter 
system subject o both additive and state-dependent noises, which has many 
applications to the optimization problem in widely separated fields of 
engineering, for example, to the optimal control for a continuous furnace 
with stochastically varying parameter, a random frequency modulation in 
servo systems, and the wave propagation i  stochastic media, but has not 
been treated in the recent papers (Tzafestas and Nightingale (1968) and 
Kushner (1968)) because of the stochastic nonlinearity. Hence, we consider 
the stochastic partial differential equation as the ordinary stochastic differ- 
ential equation in a Hilbert space (Curtain and Falb (1970)) and using 
Bellman's "principle of optimality", we derive the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
in function spaces which can be solved for a linear system subject o both 
additive and state-dependent oises with a quadratic cost functional. 
Then with the aid of the kernel theorem due to L. Schwartz (1968), we 
transform the optimal control systems in function spaces into a system of 
partial differential equations. Finally from the realistic situation, we treat 
pointwise control problems and then show the approximation technique of 
a matrix partial integrodifferential equation of Riccati type by the Fourier 
expansion method. 
2. STATEMENTS OF THE PROBLEM 
In this paper, we consider a distributed parameter system which is defined 
on a closed time interval T ---- [to, ts] and an open bounded region D of 
r-dimensional Euclidean space R ~ described by the following equation: 
~x(t, x)/~t = F(t, ~, X(t, ~), aX(t, ~)/e~,..., ~X(t,  x)/~O 
+ a(t, ~, X(t, ~), ~X(t, x)/~,..., ~X(t,  ~)/~~) W(t, ~), 
tET ,  xED, O~r .~2,  (2.1) 
~.(.) ~.(.) 
~x r' -- ~x~l""~x ~, ' r. =k  l+ ' - '+k~,  (2.2) 
X(t o , x) = Xo(X ), (2.3) 
where k~ and r. are nonnegative integers and X(t, x) is the n-dimensional 
vector function describing the state of a system, W(t, x) is the p-dimensional 
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stochastic disturbance, the dot over W(t, x) denotes the formal derivative 
with respect to time t, andF(-) and G(') are the n-dimensional vector and the 
n × p matrix function, respectively. Xo(x ) is the Gaussian random vector 
with the zero mean value and the covariance matrix function Po(x, y). 
The boundary condition of (2.1) may have the general form 
B(t, ~, U~(t, ~), X(t, ~), ~X(t, ~)/~n ..... ~r3X(t, ~)/en r~) = O, 
 (.)len = cos(n, xi), 
i=1 
e/ ' ,  0 ~ rs < max(r1, r~), (2.4) 
where /1 and n are the boundary of D and an outward directed normal 
vector to the boundary, respectively, cos(n, xi) is the direction cosine of xi, 
Or'(-)/~n *" denotes the r.-times operations of O(-)/On and Ub(t, ~) the 
k-dimensional boundary control input. 
Let us collect he following assumptions here. 
(A1) The system of (2.1)-(2.4) is well-defined in the sense of Hadamard, 
i.e., the unique solution exists and depends continuously on the initial and 
the boundary data, with probability one. 
(.42) The solution X(t, x) of (2.1) is sufficiently smooth with respect o 
the spatial coordinate x E D. 
From this assumption, we could regard F(') and G(') of (2.1) to be bounded 
functions. 
(A3) The function W(t, x) is a p-dimensional Wiener process with the 
zero mean value and the covariance matrix function given by the following: 
E{(Y(t, x), W(t, X)}L 2(D)(Y(s, y), W(s, y)}L ~(O)) 
= fD (Y(t, x), Q(x,y) Y(s,y)}L~(D ) dy min(t -- to, s -- to), (2.5) 
for s, t e T and any p-dimensional square integrable function Y(t, x) on D. 
Q(x, y) denotes a p × p symmetric positive definite matrix function and 
{', "}L~2(v) the following inner product: 
(Y(t, x), Y(s, x)}z 2(n ) = fn Y'(t, x) Y(s, x) dx, (2.6) 
where the prime denotes the transpose of an 
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Accordingly, lY(t, x) in (2.1) could be considered as the white Gaussian 
noise in time t (Tzafestas and Nightingale (1968) or Falb (1967)). 
The optimal boundary control problem is now posed as follows: Given a 
stochastic system described by (2.1)-(2.4), find such a control Ub°(t, ~) 
defined on t ~ T and ~: E F that minimizes the following functional: 
y(X(to , x), to) 
, dr t, (2.7) 
tf 
= E~, o ~K(t~, X(t~ x)) + ~,[o L(., X(., x), V~(., ~)) 
where Ex.t{. } denotes the conditional expectation of {'} with respect o 
£2x. t which is the C-field generated by {X(7, x), t 0 ~< ~- ~< t}. K(') and L(') 
are well-defined real-valued integrable functions with respect o time t. 
3. OPTIMAL CONTROL IN THE HILBERT SPACE 
We apply the methods using functional analysis to find the optimal control 
of distributed parameter systems described in the preceding section. 
Let us give the definition of L~2(D) and H~(D)  needed in this paper by 
L.~(D) = l¢(t,x) f ll¢(t,x)l!:dx <~I' (3.1) 
H.'n(D) = t¢(t, x) Oldie(t, x) m t, (3.2) ~x~ ". ~x~ eL~2(n)' [ c~ i <~ 
( 
where il "fin denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean orm, I a I = hi + "'" q- k~ 
for a = (k 1 ..... kr) , and m, n, and hi are nonnegative integers. Similarly, 
L~e(F) and H~m(F) are defined by exchanging /~ for D in (3.1) and (3.2), 
respectively. We define the norms of L~(D) and H,?~(D) by 
]1 ¢(t, x)ll~:(D) = (¢(t, x), ¢(t, X))L:(D) 
fo ¢'(t, x) ¢(t, x) dx, (3.3) 
11 ¢(t, x)lP~:(,,) = (¢(t, x), ¢(t, x)) . : . ( . )  
= E (°l~l¢(t'x) °l~I¢(t'x) ,> 
(3.4) ~ ~ =~,  ' ~x~ ... ~ ~:(~)" 
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Thus L~(D) and H~(D)  are Hilbert spaces endowed with inner products 
defined by (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. 
Let us consider the problem of the preceding section in the Hilbert spaces 
defined above. Regarding x e D as the parameter at every t ~ T, we can 
denote the state X(t, x) by X(t) which is assumed to be an element in 
W1 = H.2(D): 
X(t) ~ qZ 1 = H~2(D), t ~ T. (3.5) 
Similarly, we denote W(t, x) by W(t) and assume to take a value in ~2 = 
L~2(D): 
W(t) ~ ~2 = L~2(D), t ~ T. (3.6) 
The boundary control Ub(t, ~) denoted by U~(t) is assumed to be an element 
in the closed convex subspace Y/~ of L~2(F): 
Ub(t) ~ qZz CLI,2(F), t e T, (3.7) 
and we assume the state vector X(t, ~) on F to be an element of ~4 = L~2(1") • 
Then the state equation (2.1) can be described by the following ordinary 
differential equation in the Hilbert space: 
dX(t) = F(t, X(t)) dt q- G(t, X(t)) dW(t), (3.8) 
where F(') maps T × ~1 into ~5 = Ln2(D), G(') defined on T × °2/1 is an 
element of A° (~,  ~5) which shows the aggregate of bounded linear mapping 
from ~'2 into ~,  and we assume the stochastic integral in (3.8) to mean Ito 
type (Curtain and Falb (1970)). 
From (2.2) and (2.4), the initial and the boundary conditions are described 
by 
X(to) -= X o ~ qZ 1 (3.9) 
and 
B(t, Ub(t), X(t)) = O, (3.10) 
respectively, where B(') is the mapping defined on T × ~a X ~4- The 
covariance matrix function of W(t, x) is described from (2.5) by 
E{W(t) o W(s)} = Q min(t - to, s - to), (3.11) 
where Q is a compact, positive, bounded, and trace class operator mapping 
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~2 into ~2. If h 1 , ha, and h are any elements of Hilbert space H, then 
"h 1 o h2" is the element of ~(H,  H) defined by 
(hl  o h2)h = h l (h~ , h} .  , (3.12) 
where (', "}H denotes an inner product in H. 
The cost functional jr(') can be written from (2.7) as follows: 
,~o t , ts d7 I. (3.13) }(X(to), to) = Ex (K(tl X(tl) ) +fto L(r, X(~-), U~(~')) 
We define V(X(t), t) as the minimum of J(') with respect to Uv(7 ) ~ ~/3 : 
V(X(t), t) = rain [](X(t), t)]. (3.14) 
t~t f  
Let us assume that V(X(t), t) is continuously differentiable on T and 
continuously two-times Fr~chet differentiable on q/l- Dividing the integral 
in (3.13) into two parts and applying the principle of optimality to (3.13), 
~b(~)min [ Ex't ' e~+',.~ I It. L(., x(.), u~(-O) d~- + V(X(t + ~), t + ~)
- v (x ( t ) ,  t)] = 0. (3.15) 
Describing the first term in the conditional expectation i (3.15) by I 1 and 
using the mean value theorem, we have 
I 1 = Ex,t(L(t + ~0, X(t + aO), U~(t + a0))}a, (0 < 0 < 1). (3.16) 
Moreover, we define I 2 by 
I 2 = Ex,t{V(X(t -}- a), t + a)}, (3.17) 
and utilizing the Taylor;s expansion theorem (Dieudonn6 (1960)), we have 
I 2 : V(X(t), t) + a(~V(X(t), t)/et) -[- Vc(X(t), t) Ex.t{AX(t)} 
+ 1/2 Ex,t{Vcc(X(t), t)[AX(t),AX(t)]} + O([] AX(t)[I~,5), (3.18) 
AX(t) = X(t ÷ ~) -- X(t), (3.19) 
where Vc(" ) denotes the first-order Fr~chet derivative on ~1 which is a 
linear mapping from ~1 into the real-valued R, and V~c(. ) the second-order 
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Fr~chet derivative on ~x which is a bilinear mapping from °~ 1 × ~1 into R, 
and O(') shows the same order infinitesimal. From (3.8) we have 
Ex,t(AX(t)} = j, F(r, X(r)) dr, (3.20) 
Ex.t{q~[AX(t), AX(t)]) = t'r(q))(G V/~a, (3.21) 
~r(¢)(G V /~ = ~ ¢[G(t, X(t)) v~ ei , G(t, X(t)) ~Ted,  (3.22) 
i= l  
where q~ is a bilinear mapping from ~/1 × W= into R and {hi, ei, i = 1, 2,..} 
is an orthonormal set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator Q: 
Oe i = )tiei, (i = 1, 2,...). (3.23) 
Hence, substituting (3.20) and (3.21) into (3.18), 
t' tq-a 
I3 = v(x(,), ,) + ~(av(x(t), t)/at) + vo(x(t), t) j, F(~, x(~)) aT 
+ 1/2 (r(V~(X(t), t))(G V/-O)~ + 0(11AX(t)Hgs). (3.24) 
On the other hand, (3.8), (3.11), and (3.19) yield 
0(11 ~x(t)lg~) = 0(~/~). (3.25) 
Accordingly, utilizing (3.25) we have from (3.15)-(3.17) and (3.24) 
~V(X(t), t) 
- -  min [Ex, t{L(t -[- aO, X(t + (tO), Ub(t -[- aO))} ~t ub(t+~o) 
l, t+cr 
+ vo(x(t), t) ~-~ j, F(~, x(~)) dr 
+ 1/2 ~r(V~(X(t), t))(a ~/~ ÷ O(~1/2)]. (3.26) 
Utilizing the Bochner's theorem (Yoshida (1968)), 
t't+a 
lim~_~o a-~ Jt F(r, X(r)) dr = F(t, X(t)). 
When a--+ 0, (3.26) is reduced to the following Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
in the Hilbert space, 
_ ~V(X(t), t) = min[H(t, X(t), Ub(t), Vc('), Ve~(')) ], (3.27) 
~t u~(t) 
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where H(') is called the Hamiltonian of the system which is a real-valued 
functional defined by 
H(') ~ L(t, X(t), Ub(t)) + Ve(X(t), t)F(t, X(t)) 
+ 1/2 ~r(G,(X(t), t))(G v/~.  (3.28) 
The first- and second-order F 6chet derivatives of the functional on ~gl are 
called gradient denoted by Vc(" ) and Hessian denoted by O,e('), respectively. 
Hence, H(') defined by (3.28) yields 
H(') ~- L(t, X(t), Ub(t)) + (VcV(X(t), t),F(t, X(t)))~ 5 
+ 1/2 tr[(G(t, X(t)) QG*(t, X(t))) O~eV(X(t), t)], (3.29) 
where tr['] and the asterisk (*) show the trace and the adjoint of the operator, 
respectively. Therefore, using (3.29), we can also write (3.27) as follows: 
~v(x(t), t) 
= min[H(t, X(t), Ufft), V~V(X(t), t), O~V(X(t), t))]. ~t ub(t) 
(3.30) 
If the underlying spaces are finite dimensional, then F(') and G(') become a
vector and a matrix in the finite dimensional space, respectively, and (3.30) 
can be reduced to the results in lumped parameter systems (Kushner (1967)). 
Furthermore, comparing (3.30) with the known Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
in the Hilbert space for the deterministic case (Lions (1968)), it is easy to see 
that (3.30) contains the new term OccV(X(t), t) resulted from the stochastic 
properties of Wiener process W(t, x). 
4. BOUNDARY CoNTRoL OF A LINEAR SYSTEM 
Let us now consider the optimal control problem based on a quadratic ost 
functional for a linear distributed parameter system subject o both additive 
and state-dependent noises. We treat he state equation given by 
~X(t, X) 
~t 
+ Co(t , x) Wo(t , x), 
x(t0, x) = x0(x), (4.1) 
~(') 
~.J=l ~ ex~ ~=~ ~ + Ao(t, x)(.), 
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where A..(t, x), A.(t, x), and Ca(t, x) are n × n symmetric matrix functions 
defined on T × D and Ai~(t, x) = A~i(t, x), and Co(t, x) is an n-dimensional 
vector function on T × D. W(t, x) = (Wl(t , x), Wo(t , x))' is the mutually 
independent Wiener process whose intensity Q(x, y) of the covariance matrix 
function defined by (2.5) is given by 
Q(x, y) = [Ql(~, y ) 0 
Qo(x, y)]' 
so that we can take ~2 = L2~(D) •Furthermore, the boundary condition takes 
the following form: 
a(~) X(t, ~) q- ~ Aij(t, ~) ~X(t, ~)/On = Bb(t, ~) Ub(t, ~), ~ e I', (4.2) 
i,]=i 
where a(~) is a real-valued function defined on/~ and takes a value in [0, I] 
and Bb(t , f) is an n X k matrix function, K(.) and L(.) in the cost functional 
](-) are respectively given by 
K(tf , X(tf , x)) = 1/2 fo (X(tf , x), Kl(X, y) X(ts , Y)}LJ(o) dy, (4.3) 
L(t, X(t, x), U~(t, ~)) = 1/2 fD (X(t, x), r~(x, y) X(t, Y)}L,*(D) dy 
q- 1/2 fr  (Ub(t' ~), L~(~, V) Ub(t, ~/)}L~(r) d~, (4.4) 
where Kl(x , y) and Ll(x , y) are n × n positive definite matrix functions and 
L2(~, ~1) is a k X k similar function. Utilizing the methods established in the 
preceding section, it is easy to see that (4.1)-(4.4) can be reduced to the 
following forms: 
dX(t) = A(t) X(t) dt q- Ca(t ) X(t) dWx(t ) -[- Co(t ) dWo(t), 
X(to) = x0 ,  (4.5) 
aX(t) -1- ~ Aij(t ) eX(t)/~n -~ Bb(t) Ub(t), (4.6) 
i , j=l  
K(tf , X(tf)) -~ 1/2(X(tl), K1X(tf))L ~(D) , (4.7) 
L(t, X(t), Uo(t)) = 1/2(X(t),L1X(t))Lj(D ) 
-+- 1/2(Ub(t),L2Ub(t)}L~(r ) . (4.8) 
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Hence, Hamiltonian H(') of the system is given from (3.29) by 
H(') = 1/2(X(t), LIX(t)}Lj(D ) + 1/2(U~(t), L2Uo(t)>r.~(r ) 
+ <v°v(x(t), t), Aft) x(t)>~zw ) 
+ 1/2 tr[(Ca(t ) X(t)QiX*(t) Ca*(t ) -J- Co(t )QoCo*(t)) O,oV(X(t), t)]. 
(4.9) 
Let V(X(t), t) be the following form: 
V(X(t), t) = 1/2(X(t), P2(t) X(t)}Lj(D ) + 1/2 Po(t), (4.10) 
where Pz(t) (E ~(°k'l, ~1)) is a self-adjoint positive definite trace class 
operator with its kernel P2(t, x, y) and Po(t) is a real-valued function of t. 
Then V c and Oec of V(X(t), t) are given by 
vov(x(t), t) = P~(t) x(t), 
O~,V(X(t), t) = P2(t). (4.11) 
Hence we have 
H(.) = 1/2~X(t),L1X(t)}L2(D ) + 1/2(Ub(t),L2Ub(t)}L~2(r ) 
+ (P2(t) X(t), _/l(t) X(t))Lj(.) 
+ 1/2 tr[(Ca(t ) X(t) Q1X*(t) Ca*(t) + Co(t ) OoCo*(t)) P~(t)]. (4.12) 
Utilizing Green's formula (Tzafestas and Nightingale (1968)), 
(P2(t) X(t), Aft) X(t)}LJ(D ) = (A*(t) P~(t) X(t), X(t)}L 2(. ) 
~() = 
av 
i,j=l 
a( . ) _  
aYa i,j=l 
i,j=l 
e(&(t, x)(.)) 
- ((e/a~ + ~/a~o) P2(t) x(t) ,  x(t)),~.o<r) 
+ (P2(t) X(t), 8X(t)/SV}LJ(r), (4.13) 
_%(t) ~(') 
an ' 
O&j(t) 
an (') -- ~ X~(t) cos(n, x~)(.), (4.14) 
/=1 
a~(Adt, x)(-)) 
ax~ axj 
+ Ao(t, x)(.). (4.15) 
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Let us now seek the optimal control U~°(t). Since we have assumed that °ha 
is convex, we obtain 
Hc(Ub°(t))(Ub(t) -- Ub°(t)) >/O, (4.16) 
where Ub(t) is any element of a2/a nd Ha(') the Fr6chet derivative of H(.) 
with respect o Ub(t). Now taking q/a = Lk2(l"), that is, the case of no 
constraint control problem, Us(t ) = U6°(t)q-¢(t) are also elements of °g a 
for any ¢(t) e ~a. Hence, from (4.16), we have 
H~(Ub°(t)) ¢(t) = 0. (4.17) 
Therefore it follows that the optimal control Ub°(t) which minimizes H(') is 
characterized by (4.17). Accordingly, from (4.12) and (4.13), we can easily 
find Ub°(t) given by 
Vb°(t) = --L-~lBb*(t) P2(t) X(t). (4.18) 
Utilizing (3.30), (4.10), and (4.18), the unknown functions P2(t) and Po(t) 
can be characterized by 
dP2(t) -- A*(t) P2(t) q- (A*(t) P2(t))* q- Ca*(t ) P2(t)O1Ca(t ) 
dt 
+ LI -- Pb(t) Bb(t)L~lBb*(t) P2(t), (4.19) 
dP°(t) ~- tr[C0*(t ) P~(t) QoCo(t)], (4.20) 
dt 
where (A*(t) P~(t))* and P6(t) are the adjoint of (d*(t) P2(t)) and the element 
of Z~'(L~Z(F), L~2(D)), respectively, and satisfy the following relations: 
<X(t), A*(t) P2(t) X(t)>r.Z(D) = <(A*(t) P2(t))* X(t), X(t)>LJ(D) , 
<P2(t) X(t), X(t)>Lj(r) = <X(t), Pb(t) X(t)>LJ(D) • (4.21) 
Final conditions of them are given from (4.7), (4.8), and (4.10) by 
P2(tl) = K1, (4.22) 
Po(t,) = O. (4.23) 
The boundary condition for P2(t) is given from (4.6) and (4.13) by 
((8/8u) ~- @/SVa) ) P2(t) q- aP~(t) = O. (4.24) 
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Thus we have seen that the optimal control Ub°(t) can be characterized by a 
system of (4.18)-(4.24). 
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM IN HILBERT SPACES BY 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let us now transform the system of ordinary differential equations in 
Hilbert spaces into the original partial differential equations. Denoting the 
space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in DbyT0(D), 
with the aid of the kernel theorem due to L. Schwartz (Lions (1968)), P2(t), 
and its inverse operator, P~-l(t) can be represented by 
P2(t)~b = fD P2(t' x, y) ¢(y) dy, (5:1) 
P;a(t)¢ = fD p2(t' x, y) ¢(y) dy, (5.2) 
for any ¢(x) ~ T0(D ). Applying these formulas to (4.19), (4.22), and (4.24), 
it follows that Pz(t, x, y) satisfies the partial integrodifferential equations: 
@ fD Ca'(t' x) P~(t, x, z) Ol(z, y) Ca(t, y) dz + Ll(x, y) 
-- f f n2(t, x, ~) Bb(t, ~)['2( ~, ~1) B~'(t, ~1) P2( t, ~7, Y) d~ d7 h 
(5.3) 
(5.4) P2(t¢ , x, y)  = Kl(x,  y), 
(_~v@~__~v~8 ) P2(t, ~, x) ~- c~(~) P2(t, ~, x) = O, ~ ~ F, x D. 
Similarly from (4.20) and (4.23), we have 
dPo(t) 
- -  fD fD C°'(t' x) P2(t, x, y) Qo(y, x) Co(t , x) dx dy, dt 
Po(t~) = O. 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
It is easy to see that the optimal control Ub°(t, ~) can be determined from 
(4.18) by 
Ub°( t, ~) = - - (  f ['z(~, 7) B~'(t, ~7) P2( t, ~7, x) X(t, x) dx d~7, (5.7) 
J r  JD 
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and the minimum cost functional V(X(t, x), t) can be given from (4.10) by 
V(X(t, x), t) = 1/2 fD fD X'(t, x) P2(t, x, y) X(t, y) dx dy + 1/2 Po(t). (5.8) 
Thus it has been shown that a family of (5.3)-(5.8) determines the optimal 
control of the system subject o both additive and state-dependent noises, 
and these results become more general than those of both Tzafestas and 
Nightingale's (1968) and Kushner's (1968). 
6. POINTWISE CONTROL PROBLEMS AND THEIR FOURIER EXPANSIONS 
Considering the realistic situation of control problems, we treat the 
distributed parameter system whose control inputs are located at the finite 
number of discrete points on the boundary/', that is, ~i ~ F, i = l, 2 , . ,  m. 
Then the control Ub(t , ~) can be given by the following form: 
m 
Ub(t, ~) = - -~ Fi(t) 3(~ -- fi'), (6.1) 
i= l  
where 3(-) is Dirac's delta function. 
Following the methods of preceding sections, we can determine the 
optimal control Ub°(t, ~) by 
~n 
i=1 
where 
and 
Fi°(t) = ~ LijB/(t) fD Pj(t, x) X(t, x) dx, (6.2) 
j= l  
Li3 = L2(~ i, ~J), 
B¢(t) -= Bb(t, ~J), 
pj(t, x) = P~(t, ~J, x), 
[Zll "'" Ll,m, ] [-L.11 "'" -J~l.,nl. ] 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
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Here P2(t, x, y) is formulated by 
OP~(t,x,y) = A* (~) P2(t,x,y) + (A* (~) P~(t,x,y))' 
et ~ Uy 
-~- La(x ,y) ~- f. Ca'(t , x) P2(t, x, z) Ql(Z, y) Ca(t, y) dz 
-- ~ Pi'(t, x) B~(t) Y.~jB/(t, y) P~(t, y). (6.5) 
i,j=l 
It is easy to see that the other relations required for the determination f the 
optimal controller emain unchanged. 
Next, in order to facilitate numerical computations of the integrodifferential 
equation (6.5), we further assume that 
(A4) differential operator _d*(a/~x) has a set of complete orthonormal 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues {~bi, hl, i = 1, 2,..}. Let us now set P~(t, x, y) 
by the following form: 
P2(t, x, y) = ~ p~j(t) ¢~(x) ~b/(y). (6.6) 
i , j= l  
Substituting (6.6) into (6.5) and with the aid of (A4), 
where 
and 
dp,~(t) _ (~, + Aj) p,~(t) + a~ + ~ p~.(t) c,~(t) q.~(t) 
dt k,n=l 
-- ~ pi~(t)b~,(t)p,j(t), (6.7) 
k,q$=l 
~(t) = f~ 4V(x) c~(t, ~) 4,j(~) d~, 
bi~(t) = ~ ~bi'(~k ) B~(t) L~nBn'(t) @(~n). 
k,n=l 
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It  follows that the final condition of (6.7) is given from (5.4) by 
p,~(t,) = f9 fD ~b,'(x) K~(x, y) ¢~(y) dx dy. (6.8) 
Thus it has been shown that the optimal control can be determined by solving 
the simultaneous ordinary differential equations (6.7) with final conditions (6.8). 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have derived the optimal boundary control based on a quadratic ost 
functional for a linear distributed parameter system subject o both additive 
and state-dependent noises by the methods using functional analysis. The 
procedure stated above enables us to treat systematically the various 
optimization problems for stochastic distributed parameter systems as well as 
the deterministic cases. 
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